Speed-Reloading
A Shotgun
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Number one: The
Beale Flip and Burn.

lower the gun to your belt level, releasing your weak hand while maintaining your firing grip with the strong
hand. Twist the top of the gun outward, bringing the loading port up. A
key to this method is to pinch the stock
between the inside of your arm and
your waist — kind of a reverse Flip and
Burn only without the burn. This is a
sure approach to loading, whether
drawing shells off your Side Saddle or
off the belt. The distance is short between the loading port and the shell location either way. Jim draws and loads
one at a time, which greatly reduces the
fumble factor.

Kelly Beale does a great job
with this method, which is
probably the most common
and easiest to learn. Lower
the gun to about waist level
and flip it over using the
strong hand, so the loading
port is straight up. The
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“burn” depends on where
In a hurry. Kelly
you place your weak hand
Beale does the “flip
for support. As it is usually
and burn,” at the
on the barrel, a glove is recMGM3-Gun.
ommended. This leaves
your strong hand free to
stuff shells into the loading
20 words or less, what do I
gate. While low on the “fumble factor” Number three: The Cooley
need to know about action 3scale, this technique is a little more dif- Forearm Twist.
gunning?” My reply: “Learn to run
ficult to perform while moving around
USPSA 3-Gun Limited champion
your rifle for accuracy, your pistol for
course obstacles as the barrel is parallel Bennie Cooley is the only guy I have
speed, and learn to reload your shotto the ground and most of it is sticking seen use this method, but it certainly
gun!” I wish I had coined that descripout in front of
tion, because it sure applies!
you.
Have you gotten your pistol reloads
down to one second so you can smoke
some classifier? That may be a worthy Number two:
goal, but knowing how to make short The Wall Low
work of reloading your shotgun is a far
Roll.
more valuable skill in a 3-gun match.
Jim
Wall’s
Here’s how some of the best keep their
method
was
born
shotguns topped off.
out of necessity.
The recently adopted USPSA rules The Browning
for Open and Limited division shot- Auto-5 (the shotguns hold the capacities at 10 plus 1 gun Jim was using
and 8 plus 1 respectively. With this in that lead to the
mind when facing a 15 to 25 round technique) has a
course of fire, your ability to keep your very
strongly
shotgun loaded is at a premium.
sprung loading
gate. To overI have taken the liberty of assigning come this spring
competitor’s names to the styles or tension Jim develmethods of reload. I hope none of oped a very fast
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them will be offended, as they were and reliable ap- Winning form. Bennie Cooley demonstrates the “Cooley Twist.”
chosen as the “best observed” example proach. From the Note the 12 rounds on the gun, plus 8 on his forearm.
of the techniques described.
shoulder position,
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